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ABSTRACT 
Let G denote an adjoint semi-simple group over an algebraically closed field and T a maximal torus 
of G. Following Contou-Carr6re [CC], we consider the Bott-Sametson resolution of a Schubert 
variety as a variety of galleries in the building associated to the group G. We first determine a cel- 
lular decomposition of this variety analogous to the Bruhat decomposition of a Schubert variety 
and then we describe the fibre of this resolution over a point. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to describe, using Contou-Carr6re's perspective 
[CC], the fibre of the Bott-Samelson resolution of a Schubert variety. Under- 
standing this fibre is one of the two steps towards a valuative criterion for the 
smoothness of a Schubert variety [G]. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. A variety (over k) will be a reduced 
separated k-scheme of finite type and a point of a variety will always mean a 
closed point. 
In this paper, we will denote by Par(G) the variety of all the parabolic sub- 
groups of a connected adjoint semi-simple group G over k. Let T be a maximal 
torus of G and let W = NG(T)/Tbe the Weyl group of(G, T). Let us fix a Borel 
subgroup B of G such that T C B c G. Also, let P ~ B be a parabolic subgroup 
of type t~ c S, where S is a set of reflections that span W. We denote by 
Part~ (G) _~ G/P the variety of all the parabolic subgroups of G of type t~. 
Any Schubert variety E(W) of Part~(G)-~ G/P is the closure of a cell 
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E(~)(= B~P/P)  given by an element ~ E W/Wt~ or by the element w of mini- 
mal length in the class W. The main result of the present work is the following 
(Theorem 2, section 4) • 
Theorem. Let 7r : ~('c) ~ Z(-~) be the Bott-Samelson resolution of ~(~) asso- 
ciated to a reduced ecomposition ~-of w. Let x be a point of Z(-~). Then the fibre 
7r l (x) admits a finite cellular decomposition, where each cell is isomorphic to a 
k-vector space. More precisely, each cell is an affine subvariety of an open affine 
subset of~ (~') defined by linear equations. 
This paper is organized as follows: in §2, we state some definitions and we recall 
some combinatorial facts. In particular, we give two relations of the presenta- 
tion by generators and relations of the group G. We also recall the combina- 
torial tools associated to such a group which are the building and the galleries. 
In §3, we define the Bott-Samelson variety in two different ways ; the first one 
is based on work by Demazure [De] and by Hansen [H] and the second one is 
derived from the work of Contou-Carr6re [CC] and uses the galleries. We then 
state a cellular decomposition of this variety analogous to the Bruhat decom- 
position. 
In §4, we consider the fibre of the Bott-Samelson resolution over a point and 
we describe explicitly the intersection of the cellular decomposition with the 
fibre. The results that we obtain agree with those of Deodhar [Deo90] and 
thereby give the latter a geometrical meaning. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
2.1. Two relations of the presentation of the group 
Let G be a connected semi-simple algebraic group of adjoint type over k. Let 
E = (T ,M,R ,  Ro, {X~}~ER0) be an '~pinglage' of G [SGA 3, III, Exp. XXIII]. 
That is to say that, T is a maximal torus of G and M is a free abelian k-group 
such that Mk ~--x(T)= Hom(T, Gm(k)). Moreover, R is a root system of 
(G, T) and R0 is a set of simple roots corresponding to a Borel subgroup B of G 
such that T C B C G. And, for each root a E R0, X~ is a generator of the one 
dimensional subvector space ~ of ~= Lie(G) = 7- • (~)~cgG ~) (decom- 
/ \ 
position under the adjoint action of T). 
\ / 
For each root c~ E R, there exist a morphism p~ : G~(k) --+ G (cf. [SGA III, 
Exp. XXIII]), we will denote U(a) the image of this morphism. It is a rank one 
unipotent subgroup of G. The group G is then a subgroup of the free product of 
the torus T and the groups U(o~), for a E R, subject o some relations between 
the 'p~( )' (see e.g. [T87, 3.8], [Ch]). But, we will use only two relations atisfied 
by these generators. Here is the first one : 
For all a,/3 E R and for all a, b E (~(k), 
(1) p~(a)p,3(b) =p~(b)p~(a) I~ Ppa+q3(Cpqa,~aPbq), 
p,qE ~*, po~ + q~E R 
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where Cpqa3 is an integer uniquely determined by its indices and by the order in 
which the product is taken. 
The second one needs further definitions. Let us set Ro = {cr,, . ..? ai}. For each 
simple root LYk E Ro, we set & = Pak(l)Kcr,(-l)P%(l) and s = bdk~{n,...,l}~ 
These elements span the Weyl group W = NG(T)/T of G (the couple ( W, S) is 
actually a Coxeter group). Moreover, we make the abuse of language to denote 
by the same symbol, .rak, the element we have just defined and the reflection that 
corresponds to Qk in the Weyl group of the root system R (which is a subgroup 
of G/(x(T) @z R)). We can now state the second relation: 
For all d!k E Ro, for all ,!? E R and for all X E k, 
(2) ~&8(4~jlk = PSOi (3)(4&+ (2) 
where nako = il and the sign is fixed by the choice of the set {Xc,,},, t RO, i.e. the 
choice of the ‘Cpinglage’ E (cf. [T87,3,7], [SGA III, Exp. XXIII]). 
2.2. The building 
We denote by n(G) the set of all the parabolic subgroups of G ordered by the 
opposite relation of the inclusion between parabolic subgroups. This operation 
endows this set with the structure of a simplicial complex. The variety Par(G) 
and the complex b(G) have the same underlying set, but different structures. 
Elements of A(G) are called faces ; to each parabolic subgroup P of G is as- 
sociated a face, denoted by Fp. And Fp is a face of Fe, if Q c P, which is written 
as Fp c FQ. A chamber of A(G) is a maximal face, so the chambers correspond 
to the Bore1 subgroups of G. We will denote by C = FB the chamber associated 
to B. 
Once a maximal torus T c G has been fixed, let us consider the following 
subcomplex A of A(G): 
A = {Fp E A(G): T c P}. 
This subcomplex is called an apartment and if Fp E A then there exists a para- 
bolic subgroup Q containing B and n E N = Normc(T) such that P = 
Int(n)(Q) = nQn_‘. 
The building can be expressed as A(G) = (G x A)/ -, where N is the 
equivalence relation: 
For each maximal torus in G, there is an apartment corresponding to it and in 
order to recover A(G) we glue all these subcomplexes with respect to the 
equivalence relation. This description of A(G) as a ‘union’ of apartments pro- 
vides a better way to deal with the building. In particular, the action of G on 
A(G) is strongly transitive, i.e. is transitive on the set of all the pairs (A’> C’) 
consisting of an apartment and a chamber of this apartment [B, V, 31. 
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The Weyl group W acts on the set of all the chambers of A in a simply transi- 
tively way, and 
d(C, C’) = Z(wcc/) 
define a distance between any two chambers of A, where WCC! is the element of 
W which maps C to C’ and f(w), for w E W, is the length of any reduced de- 
composition of w. 
The type of each face Fp is the type of the parabolic subgroup associated to it. 
A face Fp such that typ(Fp) = typ(P) = {sQ} with (Y E Ro will be called a facet. 
The set of types, denoted by ryp(A(G)), is still a complex and typ : A(G) -+ 
typ(A(G)) is a morphism of complexes. 
Now, given an apartment A’ and a chamber C’ of A’, it is possible to construct 
a morphism of complexes pAr,c, : A(G) + A’ called the retraction onto A’ of 
centre C’ [T74,3.3]. This morphism has the following properties : for each face 
F’ of C’, pi! c,(F’) = F’ and ~~1,~~ is the unique morphism of complexes 
A(G) -+ A’ which maps the chambers onto the chambers and such that for 
each apartment A” containing C’, it reduces to an isomorphism A” N A’. 
As an example of retraction, let us consider the one related to the Bore1 
subgroup l3 : let p = pw,~~ : A(G) -+ A be the morphism of complexes defined 
by P(FP) = &m(u)(~), with P = Int(bu)(Q) = by@-‘, where Q > B (b E B 
and u E W are uniquely determined by the Bruhat decomposition of G relative 
to B), and with typ( P) = typ( Q). 
A folding of A is an idempotent and type-preserving morphism of complexes 
4 : A --f A such that each chamber C belonging to 4(A) is the image of exactly 
two chambers of which itself [T, 1,8, p.71. The image of a folding O(A) is called a 
root of A. 
If CY is a root of A, let us define M,, the wallassociated to a, as the subcomplex 
of A composed of the faces F such that there are two adjacent chambers C and 
C’ (i.e. C fl C’ is a facet of C and of C’) with C E Q, C’ $ (Y and F c C n C’. 
By looking at a graphical representation of A as the root system of (G, T) (for 
instance see [BOU, Planche Xl), the roots correspond to the roots of (G, T) and 
the walls correspond to the hyperplanes related to the reflections. Two foldings 
4~ and 4-3, corresponding to the roots ,0 and -,D are associated to each wall A43 
in A. 
2.3. Galleries 
Definition 1. A gallery g is aJinite sequence of&es of A(G) verijying thefof- 
lowing relations: 
g = (F, > F,! c Fr_l > ... > F,’ c F. > F;), 
and such that 
(i) for r 2 i > 0, Fi is a chamber; 
(ii) for r 2 j > 1, 5’ is a facet and Fd is a face of any type. 
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This definition of galleries is almost the one considered by Tits [T74], except 
that we allow their target face (i.e. Fe’) to be of any type (instead of being a 
chamber). By abuse of language, we will call them galleries. 
We define the type of g to be the gallery of types 7: 
7 = typ(g) = (tr c 2: 3 t,_, c ‘. c t; 3 to c t;,, 
where each ti (resp. tj3 is the type of the corresponding face. 
Actually, g corresponds to a configuration of parabolic subgroups verifying 
the following inclusions: 
g=(QrcPrxQr-, c...cPl >QocPo), 
where the Qj’S are Bore1 subgroups of type t, = 0 and the Pi’s, of type t: = {se,} 
for some crj E Ro. 
Definition 2. IfF, and Fd are two faces of A (resp. of A(G)), we denote by 
r(& T! F,> Fd) (resp. T(A(G), T, F,: Fi)) 
thefinite set (resp. the set) ofallgalleries contained in A (resp. in A(G)), of type T, 
of source F, and of target F,‘. 
Now, we present the notion of minimality for galleries. For two faces F and F’ 
of A such that F’ c F, we denote by MFt(F) the set of walls M such that 
F’EM,F@M. 
Definition 3 ((cc, Part I, $51). A gallery y = (F, II Frf c F, ~ 1 3 . . . 1 F,’ c 
Fo 3 Fd) E r(A, T, F,, F,,‘), between the chamber F, = C and the face Fd of A is 
said to be minimal if: 
(i) for r 2 i 2 1 the sets MSr (Fj ~ ,) are disjoint; 
(ii) M(C, Fd) = Ur>i>lM$l(Fi- I), where M(C, F,,‘) denote the set of walls 
which separate C from Fi’. 
Now, if we fix P- = (t,. c t: > t,_ I c . . c ti > to c t;) the type of a minimal 
gallery, then t; = typ(B) = 0 f or r > i > 0 and tj’ = {sak, } where ok, E Ro is a 
simple root and t,$ is any type. The word soik, ‘sat, built with these reflections, 
is a reduced decomposition of an element of W. 
More precisely, we have the following 
Proposition 1. (i) We keep the notations and r isjixed as above. If F, and FO are 
two chambers of A such that d(F,, Fo) = r 1 0 and Fd is the face of type t; con- 
tained in Fo, then r(& r, F,, F,,‘) is reduced to a single element, denoted by T,,,. 
(ii) For any type tp (tp is the type of a parabolic subgroup P > B), the con- 
struction above states a bijection between minimal gallery types and reduced de- 
compositions of minimal length coset representatives of the classes in W/W,,. 
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3. THE BOTT-SAMELSON VARIETY 
Let P > B be a parabolic subgroup of type t& Let us fix a reduced decom- 
position w = sak, . . sak, of the element of minimal length of the class 
w E W/W!;. To this decomposition corresponds the gallery of types 7 = 
(0 c {hk,} 3 0-o{h,,} 3 0 c t;). 
In the following, we will denote the reflection sDki associated to the simple root 
Qk,, more simply as Sk,. 
3.1. Two definitions of the Bott-Samelson variety 
On one hand, we have the following presentation of the Bott-Samelson variety 
based on the work by Demazure [De] and by Hansen [HI. 
Definition 4 ([De],[H]). For r 2 j > 1, let us denote by Pk, = U((~k,)sk, B U B the 
unique parabolic subgroup of type t,! = (Sk,} containing B. The Bott-Same/son 
variety 
e(T) = pk, x~pk,-, XB... x~pk,/B, 
is the quotient of thegroup Pk, x . . . x Pk, by the action of the subgroup B’ defined 
byb.p= (prbr,b;‘pr-lbr_l, . ..!b.‘plbl), wherep_= (p,, . . . . pl)andb=(b,, . . . . bl). - 
We will denote by [gr, . . . . gi] the points of C(T). This variety is smooth of di- 
mension r since it can be viewed as a sequence of r fibrations each of fibre iso- 
morphic to P’. Furthermore, e(7) is a resolution of the Schubert variety c(N). 
Indeed, the morphism x : P(T) + C(W). x([g,., . . ..gl]) =g,...gl (the class in 
G/P), is B-equivariant, proper and birational [De]. 
On the other hand, let us denote by r(n(G), 7, C, -) the set of all galleries in 
A(G) of type T and of source C. And let us recall that the set of all the parabolic 
subgroups of the same type is a variety. Hence, the set r(A(G), 77 C, -) which is 
a closed subset of a product of such varieties, is naturally endowed with a 
structure of variety. 
Proposition 2 ([CC, I, $6)). The variety r(A(G), 7, C, -) is isomorphic to the 
Bott-Samelson variety. This isomorphism is given by 
g(7) + r(A(G), 7, C, -) 
Ig,, ...> gl]H(E,>E:CE,_,...EICEg>Ed), 
with Er = C, Ej = Intf& . .pi+ I)(C), f orr-1 2i>OandEi’Int(p,.--pj+l) 
(F,t)for r >j > 0, h 
chhmber C. 
IV ere F,; is the unique facet of type tJ’ inside the @fundamental’ 
In this context, the morphism 7r : k(7) -+ c(W) is simply given by associating to 
agalleryg= (E, I E,! c E,_I.. . E,’ c EO > E,‘) its target r(g) = t(g) = Ed. 
This last presentation of the Bott-Samelson resolution will give us some 
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properties of this variety that we 
the first definition. Moreover, we 
the two systems of notations for 
(E,>E:cE,_]...EicEo>E,‘). 
could not have described so easily with 
will use freely the equivalence between 
the points of e(r), i.e. g = [gr, . . . . gt] = 
3.2. Open covering of the Bott-Samelson variety 
We call combinatorialgalleries the galleries that belong to the finite set I?(r) = 
~(A,T, C, -), that is, the galleries in A of type r and of source C. From the 
definition of the type 7, we have the following description: 
S=[S,. ,... ?S~]E~(~,~!C,-)~$OJ=S~, or Sj=l. 
Let y E I?(r) be a combinatorial gallery. Let us consider the morphism: 
(GO(k))’ z U(&(UkJ) x ‘. . x U(&(cyk,)) + 2(T) 
(XT, . . . >xI) ++ (&q,)@r)~ -rh(n&d) H [P&J(xr)+k,)> ...,P,(n,,)(xl)&(sk,)l, 
where for r >.i > l,~(ak,) = 
ok, if yj = Sk, Sk, if yj = Sk, 
_cyk if rj = 1 and &,) = 
I lifyi=l. 
The image of this morphism is an open affine subset of p(r) that we will denote 
by U’ and {U’}? t Q’.(~) is a system of affine charts of the Bott-Samelson variety 
[T82]. Hence, we have: 
and for any y E Y?‘(T), Up N (GO(k))‘, and we will denote the local coordinates 
by (XI, . . ..xI). 
3.3. Cellular decomposition of the Bott-Samelson variety 
The variety g(r) admits a cellular decomposition analogous to the Bruhat de- 
composition. This idea goes back to [CC], but we have not found anywhere any 
explicit description of the cells. 
First of all, from the definition in terms of galleries, the variety e(r) can be 
formally written as: 
where, C? = pP1 (y) represents all the galleries that are retracted onto y by p, the 
retraction of the building onto A of centre C. We will see that C is an affine 
subvariety of U’. 
Let us fix y= [~~,...,n] = (C= F, 3 F: c F,_I 3 ... 3 F,‘c FO IIF,) E 
Z?(T). We will denote by M(r) = {M,J~, .. . . MD,, {M,(,)},yvE,A} the set of all the 
walls encountered by 7, where /Jj = 7,. . . . yj(ak,) and x = “ir. . .yl. The first r 
walls are those that contain the facets Fj’ and {A4Y(y~}5yE1A is the set of all the 
walls that contain F,,’ of which the number depends of the type t,$ 
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Definition 5. With the previous notations, MD, is a load-bearing wall of y if this 
wall separates the chamber Fi _ 1 from the chamber C (i.e. Fi _ 1 and C are not in 
the same root relative to MD;). We will denote by J(y) c {r, . . . . 1) the set of the 
indices of the load-bearing walls. 
There are two ways for a wall M to be a load-bearing wall of y = [rr, . . . . 711 : it 
can be crossed by the gallery or the gallery can have a bend at a facet F’ of M, 
that is to say, around F’ the gallery has the shape (. . . C’ > F’ c C’ . . .). And in 
this case, we will say that M is the wall of the bend. The number of bends of a 
combinatorial gallery y is equal to the number of l’s that figure in the expres- 
sion y = [“/r, . . . . 711. 
Proposition 3. Let us set y = [rr, . . . . rl] = (C = F, 3 F: c F,_ 1 3 . . . 3 F,’ c 
FO > Fd) E Z?(r). The cell Cy can be written as: 
C’ = {(x,,...x,) E uy, Xj = 0 ifj $ J(y)}. 
Proof. Let g = [g,, . . . . gi] = (C= Er > E,! C Er_1 ...Ej > Ei C Ej_1 ..‘E,’ C 
EO II Ed) be a gallery in A(G). We are going to make explicit the condition that 
expresses the fact that g belongs to P. Let us fix an index j E {r, . . . . 1). We re- 
mark that Pk, = u((Yk,)sk, B U B = U((~k,)sk,B II B. Also, since g and y have the 
same source, we may assume that we have already retracted g onto y until the 
facet Ei’, that is, g; = 31 for r > i > j + 1. 
Ifj @ J(y) then Mg, does not separate $_ 1 and C. Two cases arise: 
(1) M~,isawallofabend,thenyi= 1,&t =eandp(&i) =p~.~,(Ej_t), 
the retraction onto A of centre Fj. But pA.4 (Ej- 1) = Fj- 1 = Fj if and only if 
gj=yj=l.SO,p~,F,(Ej_1)=Fj-l =Fjifandonlyifxj=Oingj=p_,,,(xj). 
(2) MS, is a wall crossed by 7, then ~j = Sk, and o(Ej_ 1) = pa+, (Ej_ 1). But 
PA,+, (Ej- 1) = Fj _ 1 is equivalent to Ej _ 1 = 4- 1, hence is equivalent to gj = 
rj = Sk,. SO, p~,~,_,(Ej_l) = Fj_1 k eql.liValeIlt t0 Xj = 0 hgj =pa,,(Xj)Sk,. 
Ifj E J(y) then Mflj separates Fj_ 1 and C. Again, two cases arise: 
(1) MS, is the wall of a bend (Fj > Fj’ C Fj- 1 = Fj). Let aj = 
(rr.. . Tj+ l)sk,(yr. . ‘“ii+ I)-’ be the reflection associated to MO,. Let US set 
C’ = GjFjgj, this yields o(Ej_ 1) = aA,c,(Ej_ 1). But aa,c,(Ej_ 1) = Fj- 1 if and 
only if CTj # (rr .. .~j+i)gj(y,...yj+1)-‘,henceifandonlyifgj E Pk, \ {sk,}.s~, 
pA.c,(I$l) = 4- 1 if and only if gj = p-ai, (xi) with xj E G,(k). 
(2) MB, is a wall crossed by 7. The chamber ,!$ ~ 1 is retracted onto Fj_ 1 if and 
only if gj E Pk, \ B = U(ck!k,)Sk,B. Hence, o(Ej- 1) = Fj_ 1 if and only if gj = 
pnk, (xj)sk, with Xj E s,(k). 
So, we have seen that Cy = {(x~, . ..xi) E U?, Xj = 0 if j $ J(y)}. 0 
Remark 1. (1) The cell Cy is invariant under the action of B, but, in general, the 
orbit of y under the action of B is strictly contained in Cy. 
(2) The dimension of Cy will be denoted byj(y) = #J(y), this is the number 
of load-bearing walls of y. 
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(3) The number of cells of dimensionp < r inside C(r) is equal to (I;). 
Furthermore, let us define an order on the set Y(r) of all the combinatorial 
galleries of C(r). Let y = [TV, .. . . 711 and 6 = [&, .,., Si] be two combinatorial 
galleries. We set 6 < y if J(S) c J(y) as subsets of {Y, . . . . l}. That is to say, if MPr 
is a load-bearing wall of S then Ma, is also a load-bearing wall of y (where 
p,! = S,....hj(ak,) andp, = rr...yj(ak,)). 
Proposition 4. Let y be a combinatorial gallery. The closure of the cell CT in C(r) 
is 
Proof. It follows from the fact that for all j E {r, . . . . 1}, U(ak,)sk,B/B = 
U( --ak,)B/B = Pk,/B. q 
When the ground field is @, the complex numbers, this proposition implies that 
the cellular decomposition of the Bott-Samelson variety is a CW-complex de- 
composition. 
4. THE FIBRE OF THE BOTT-SAMELSON RESOLUTION 
Let x = U(P) be a T-fixed point of the Schubert variety c(W) -+ G/P asso- 
ciated to E E W/ Wt;l. Let us denote by F, the face of A given by x. In this sec- 
tion, we will describe the fibre of 7r over F, (i.e. over x). First of all, as a con- 
sequence of the main theorem of Zariski, Y’(F,J is connected, since the 
Schubert variety C(K) is normal and the morphism 7r is birational. 
Lemma 1. Let I?:(T) = r(A, r, C, F,) be the set of all the combinatorial galleries 
over F,V Hence, 
Proof. The face F, belongs to the apartment A and the retraction reduces to the 
identity on A. So, all the galleries that have F, as target will be retracted onto an 
element of Y@(r) by p. 0 
Letusfixy=[y,,...,y,]=(C=F,>F:~F,_~>...>F~cF~>F~)E~~(7) 
and set C; = C? n r-l (E’J. Let J2(r) c J(y) d enote the set of indices of load- 
bearing walls that appear at least two times (as walls) in the set of all the walls 
encountered by 7. These walls will be said to be of multiplicity at least two. 
Proposition 5. The intersection of the cell CT with the jibre rTT-’ (F,), Cz = 
0 n Y’ (F,), is a subvariety of the following afine subvariety of UT. 
C:-i{(X, ,..., X1) E U', Xj'O ifj$J2(y)}. 
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Proof. Let g = [g,, . . . . gl]=(C=E,>E:CE,_1..‘Ei>EiCEj_,..’E,’C 
EO > Ei) be a gallery in n(G) that retracts onto y, i.e. g E 0. We are going to 
prove that if MO, appears only once in M(y) then n(g) = 8’, implies gj = rj. 
As g and y has the same source, we can suppose that g is already retracted 
onto y until the facet Ei. That is, the gallery g can be written as g = 
[“ir, ... ,Yj+l,gj:..., 811 = (C 3 F: C Fr-1 ...Fj > 5’ C Ej_1 ...E[ C EO > Ei). 
Let i E J(y) be the index of the last load-bearing wall of y (j > i). Let us now 
assume that the load-bearing wall M,o, appears only once in M(r). Hence, it is 
not a wall which contains F, and if we want to know whether T(g) = F’, or not, 
we have to answer the question: 
E, = (rr. ..~j+lgj...giYi~I...Yl)Fp(Y~..~Yj+lgj.~.giyi~l.~~y~)-’ 
= F,? 
Or, equivalently, 
gj...gi =“ii...yi? 
Let us denote by { ij, ij _ 1 , . . . , 41) c J(y) all the indices of the load-bearing walls 
of 7. We have ij = j and io = i. Thanks to proposition 3, this set indexes the 
variables that define g through thep,,! ( ) or thep_,, ( ) depending on whether 
or not the load-bearing walls are crossed by y. Using commutation rules be- 
tween thesep,, ( ) orp_,i ( ) and the reflections on their left, we can reduce the 
previous quest:ons to the following: 
(3) 
Where fore E {j,j - 1, . . . . 0}, Si, = rj . Ti,(*ak,,) and for a load-bearing wall 
MB,,, pi, = f6i,. The +‘s before the roots come from the fact that a load-bear- 
ing wall could be crossed or not by y. And finally, the f’s before the variables 
are related to the commutation rules between the ‘P+~( )‘s’ and the reflections ; 
they can be completely determined by the presentation of the group. 
In any case, the ok,,‘s are simple roots different from ‘Yk,, hence the roots Si, are 
also different from Qk, since they have the shape %cQ,, + a;+, Qk,,+, + . . . + 
aj’ak, where the a$‘s are integers. 
Moreover, using the relation (1) section 2.1 that come from the presentation 
of the group, between the ‘p&,,( )‘s’ that compose the product above, it is not 
Possible to find the root d!k, as an index of one of the new ‘pN( )‘s’ we can obtain. 
So, if xj = xi, # 0, that is ifgj # rj, the answer to the question (3) is no, which 
implies that r(g) = Ed # F,. Hence, if the load-bearing wall M:j, appears only 
once in the walls encountered by 7, we have that r(g) = F, implies g, = rj. And 
the proposition is proved. 0 
In order to describe C; completely, for any combinatorial gallery y above F,, 
and consequently, the fibre r-1 (F,), we need a closer study of the indices of the 
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load-bearing walls. This will be based on the fact that a load-bearing wall of y is 
also the wall of a bend if it has been crossed before by 7. 
Let I = {Y, . . . i l} u { - 1, .., -8) be the indices of the walls encountered by 7, i.e. 
the elements of the set M(r) = {A4gr, .. . . MS,, {Mx(,)},UE,;}. The walls which 
contain F_Y are indexed in an arbitrary order by the negative integers 
(-1, . . . . -O}, w h ere 6 = #ti (2; is a subset of S). 
Let us consider I as a totally ordered set thanks to the reading order. For any 
non-empty subset K of I, we define i;(K) (resp. t(K)) to be the first (resp. the 
last) element of K in the reading order of I. And we call 5(K) (resp. f(K)) the 
SOUYC~ (resp. the target) element of K. For example, G(I) = r and t(I) = -8. 
Let us suppose that there exist m > 0 distinct load-bearing walls of multi- 
plicity at least two. To these walls correspond m subsets of I that we denote by 
I n*, ..‘, I1 and that we precisely define as follows : for all I E {m: . . . . l}, if we de- 
note by MI the wall associated to II, Vi E 4, MI = M3, is a load-bearing wall of 
multiplicity at least two, and for k # f E {m, . . . . l}, Mk # M,. 
Thereby, J2(r) admits the decomposition: 
(4) J2(r) =z,,n52(y)II...IIz, nJ2(y) 
Each load-bearing wall MI of multiplicity at least two is first crossed by 7, then, 
the gallery has one or many bends on this wall. Later on, M/ could be crossed 
by y in the direction of C, and thereafter, crossed again as a load-bearing 
wall...This kind of behaviour has the following translation in terms of indices. 
For all 1 E {m, . . . l}, the set I/ nJ2(r) can be written as I/ nJ2(r) = 
J:,LI...LIJI,whereforh~{q,,..., l}, JL is defined as follows: i;(JL) is such that 
MI is crossed (necessarily as a load-bearing wall) by y whereas the following 
elements of J,:, in the reading order of I, label facets belonging to Ml such that 
the gallery y has a bend at these facets. 
Proposition 6. Let y = [?/I, . . . . 711 E Q(7) h e a combinatorialgallery over FV The 
variety C? is contained in thefollowing afine subvariety of U?, 
x,=0 ifj+ZJ’(y) 
3,2(r) = (x-,,....XI) E ul, x_ 
{ 
and V’Icrn. . . . . 1. 
-%~I&<,,_,” -nix,, = 0 if t(Z, n J2(r)) = t(Z,) > ’ -?I 
where {zr,! . . ..zl} = JI and n,, ~ 1; . . ..nl are integers of value fl which are de- 
termined by the presentation of the group G. 
Proof. Let us fix a load-bearing wall M,/ of y, that is an index 1 E {m, . . . . l}. 
Let g = [g,, . ..! gl] E G’ be a gallery such that for all i 6 II n J2(r), gj = 7;. We 
are going to write down the conditions on the variables, indexed by the indices 
of II n J2(r), such that the gallery has F, as target (this is given by the class of 
the word g, . . .gl in G/P). 
Let h E (41, . . . . l} be the index of a set of the decomposition I, n J2(r) = 
Ji, II . LI J{. Focusing on the part of the word g, . . . gl bounded by the ele- 
ments indexed by the set JL = {h,,,, . . . . hl}, we obtain g, .gl = 
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. . . Pakheh (ml,, )skh’* Yh,, - 1 . . . Yhf + lP-ak,( (X/l,)%, - 1. . . Y/II + lPpcQ,, (wq )Yh, - 1. . . . 
The dots between the indices h,, and hl are filled only with yjs. So, using the 
commutation rules, we can slide all the p-Oak, that occur here to the left until 
they glue inpCYkhch ( ). Doing this for all the h E {qt, . . . . l}, the gi’s that compose 
the word g, . ’ .gl satisfy the equality: gi = 
i 
P%,., (Xh,, - nh,,-,Xh,,~, . . .-nh,xh,)sk,,eh if 3h E (41, . . . . l}, such that i = d(JL); 
Yi otherwise, 
where the integers nh, are equal to f 1, depending on the reflections that com- 
mute with the ppak,, ‘s during their trip to pCYkhrh . 
Let us fix again an index h E {qt, . . . . 1) and first let us suppose that h # 1, then 
there exists ih E ZI such that t(J,) > ih > d(J: ~ ,) and &IO,, = iI41 is crossed to- 
wards C by the gallery 7. Hence, yi,, = Sk4 and for all X E s,(k), 
PcY~,~_ (A)skh,, Yh,,, - 1 ’ ’ . Yi,,+ I%,* (c) = %J,~* ?h,, - 1 . ’ ’ Yih + ISk,, (cl. 
Moreover, the chamber Q,,~* Yh,, _ t . . . Yih+tSk,, (C) and C are on the same side of 
h4l (for y E G, y(C) is the chamber Ftnt(YJ~B~). 
Now, if h = 1 and if we set .Z{ = {ze,, , z1 } then the end of the word g, . . .gl is: 
. . .Pak,*, (J’)s!f,,, %, - 1 . Yl, 
where A’ = xz,, - n,, _ lx,?, ~, . . - nlxz,. Thus, if we want that 
7r . ’ .Pcw*, (X’)%?, %,, - 1 . . .Yl (Fx) = “/I. . .y1 (FY) = FY:,, 
there are only two possibilities: 
(1) either the wall MI separates C from F, and we must have 
x-e, - ne, - lXze, _, . . . - n1x;, = 0; 
(2) either the wall MI does not separate C from E;I, and then for all X E s,(k), 
~r.“~ak,,, (X)sk,,,~z,,-l...y~(F*) =Fx. 
But to say that MI separates C from F, is equivalent to say, in terms of the 
indices, that t(J[) = t(Z, n J2(y)) is equal to t(Z,). That proves the proposi- 
tion. 0 
Everything we have said up to this point is also valid in the Kac-Moody setting 
[G]. However, the following result uses the hypothesis that the group G is semi- 
simple through the fact that the Weyl group is finite, that is, the apartment A 
has only a finite number of walls, or equivalently, the root system is finite. 
Theorem 1. Let y = [“ir, . . ..n] E g:(7) b e a combinatorial gallery over F_V The 
cell Cz = CT n x-l (F,) is equal to the afine subvariety $(y) of Uy defined in the 
previous proposition. 
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Proof. Let g = [g,, . . . . gi] be a point of the variety s:(r), in particular, it is a 
gallery of r(n(G), T, C, -) an d we shall show that fixing FX as the target of g 
will not add any new relation, other than those that are contained in the defi- 
nition of s:(y). 
We proceed as in the previous proof: for all 1 E {m, . . . . 1) and for all 
h E {q,, . . . . l}, we commute with the previous elements of the word g, . . .gl, all 
the P_~~,,, ( )‘s in order to glue them with their respective pakh,,, ( ) (let us recall 
that Ji = {he,, , _. , hl } is a set of indices of the decomposition Z/ n J’(y)). During 
this process, we can always avoid having to commute a P_~~~, ( ) with a 
pPNII,,, ( ). Actually, it suffices to describe, for all 1 E {m, . . . . 1) and for all h E 
(41, . . . . 1}, the trip of P-~~~,, ( ) towards P~~~,~,+, ( ) (- if eh - 1 >f and + if 
f = eh - 1). For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose thatf = eh - 1. So, we are 
interested in the following part of the word g, . . .gl : 
c5) “%k,,,, ( bk,,_gh,.,-1 “‘gh,+lP-fir,,, ( )gh,-I “.. 
Let i be an index such that h,,, - 1 2 i > hf + 1 and gi = pnk, ( )Q,. Let us sup- 
pose that P-~~,( ) h as already commuted until the index i. We then have, 
gr...g1 = 
.“Pw,,,,( h, ,‘,,, ii%-I..‘gi+~Pni,( )Sk,P-,,_,.-.?r_,(~nk,,,)( )gi-~.‘.gh.,+l gh,-I .‘.. 
Denoting by -P = Sk,yi ~ I . . of+ I( -akh, ) this negative root, we have to study 
the commutation between pcyL, ( ) and p_,j( ). This leads us to the following dis- 
cussion. 
If Cyk, - /? is not a root thenp,,,( )~_a( ) =p+( )pnb,( ) and the trip ofp_,j( ) 
goes on. 
If ok, - p is a root, then, from the presentation of the group G we have, for all 
a, b E k, 
(6) pNk, (ah(b) = P~B(~)P~~, (4 ll Ppnl,,-qL3(CpqaPbY), 
P,~E N’. pnk, - qjt R 
where C,, E Z. This product is finite since the root system is finite. 
But, the index i belongs to J*(r), hence there exists I’ E {m, . . . . 1) such that 
i E Z/t fl J2(-y) = J:I, LI . . LI J:‘. 
Let us first suppose that i E Ji: with h’ # 1, then the gallery y crosses the wall 
MI! = Mb], in the direction of C through a facet Fi: with t5f > i’. Furthermore, 
the chambers FI,~,,_I and Fi are on the same side of the wall M/t and they are 
separated by a finite number of load-bearing walls of multiplicity at least two. 
The latter are labeled by the roots that index the product in the relation (6). 
Hence, for each root pcYk, - q/j’ E R_, there exists an index n,, E J*(r) such that 
A,,, > BP,, where nil, is the source element of one of the sets Jh:q, 
decomposition II,,, n J*(r) = J$,:? LI LI JF. Moreover, 
, Jk of the 
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Thereby, we can glue each pPap, _q3( ) in its corresponding pak,,,, ( ) by using 
commutation rules and, thanks to the hypothesis (in particular h’ # l), this 
operation will not add any new relations, other than those that define s;(y). 
Let us now suppose that i E J:’ = {z:,, . . ..z[}. that is i = S(J:‘) = z:,. 
If t(4)) # t(J:‘) , i.e. if M,J, = Mtt does not separate C from F.X, then the pre- 
vious arguments and conclusion remain valid since the walls, labeled by the 
roots that index the product in (6), will still be load-bearing walls of multiplicity 
at least two. 
If t(I,!) = t(J:‘), we have to distinguish again two cases : 
(1) if t(J:‘) < f(JL) in {Y, . . . . I}, then, for the same reason, we can apply the 
previous arguments and the conclusion is still valid ; 
(2) if t(J:‘) > t(.$), then, all the indices of J:’ are between i and hf, hence, all 
the pPak~., ( 1 ‘s can commute to pa,( ) and in this situation the relation x,I,; - 
I ne,_,x,~,~’ . . - n{,Xz, = 0 will kill the obstacle, whence p_J( ) goes on. 
I ‘, - I I 
The theorem is then proved by repeating as long as necessary the previous dis- 
cussion. 0 
The proposition 4 of section 3 admits the following corollary. 
Proposition 7. The irreducible components of thefibre v’(F’~) are given by the 
maximal combinatorialgalleries of g:(7) relative to the order defined in section 3. 
Hence, they can be written as 
For all 1 E {m; . . . . l}, let us set 
# Zt n J’(y) - 1 
” = { #jr,nJ’O] 
if f(Z, n J2(r)) = t(Zt), 
otherwise. 
Then dimk (Cz) = ciI + . . . + c:. And so, the dimension of the fibre is 
dimk I’ = Sup{ dirnkc:, y E c:(r)}. 
Let us recall that, in the beginning, of this section, we supposed that x was a 
center of a B-orbit in the Schubert variety C(W). But YT is a B-equivariant 
morphism and the relations that define the cell C; are linear ones. Hence, we 
have: 
Theorem 2. Let YT : g(7) -+ c(W) be the Bott-Samelson resolution of c(E) asso- 
ciated to a reduced decomposition r of w. Let x be a point of c(w). Then thefibre 
nTT-l (x) admits ajnite cellular decomposition, where each cell is isomorphic to a 
k-vector space. More precisely, each cell is an ajine subvariety of an open afine 
subset of g(T) de$ned by linear equations. 
Remark 2. Our description of the fibre agrees with, and gives a geometrical 
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sense to, some results of V. Deodhar [Deo90]. In this paper, he uses the com- 
binatorics of subexpressions that he defined in an earlier paper [DeoG]. Actu- 
ally, once we have fixed a reduced decomposition r of an element u’ E W, the 
set of all the subexpressions of 7 is in bijection with the set of all the combina- 
torial galleries of type T and of source C. And all the invariants he defines on 
this set can be translated in our context. In particular, he defines an invariant 
called the defect of a subexpression and he proves that the Poincart polynomial 
of the fibre r-1 (F,) is P(r-‘(F,)) = C?E2:(r) q”(T), where d(y), the defect, is a 
non-negative integer [Deo90, Proposition 3.91 (here k = Q. But, for each com- 
binatorial gallery y above FY, we can show that this integer d(r) is equal to 
cz, + . . . + c:. And this agrees with the fact that, thanks to theorem 1 and pro- 
position 7, we have P(n-’ (&)) = C,, 2.(TJ qdimC;. 
To close this paper, we describe the restriction of the morphism 7r : g(~) + 
C(E) to a cell 0, where y is any combinatorial gallery. Let x be the target of y, x 
is the centre of a Bruhat cell C(U) c c(T). 
Proposition 8. The restriction of 7r, TIC-, : C? + C(U) is a locally trivial$bration of 
fibreC;, i.e. CT E C: x C(U). 
Proof. Let us recall that CT = p-‘(y) and that Cz is defined from the load- 
bearing walls of multiplicity at least two. Moreover, C(U) = p-l(F,), where F’, 
is the face associated to x. 
Let u be the element of minimal length in the class U and let u = Q,, . . Sk,, be 
a reduced subdecomposition of w = Sk, . ‘Sk,. For all 1 E {v? . . . . l}, the wall 
AQJ, where /!$, = yr . . Tj, (ak,,), is a load-bearing wall of y. For each point x’ of 
C(U), we can build a gallery gF,, E CT of target F,! (the face associated to x’) 
using the v variables that correspond to the pnr,, ‘s. 
Furthermore, if there exist some other load-bearing walls, then they are of 
multiplicity at least two. And we can add some new variables to the gallery gF,, 
associated to these walls without changing the target, following the conditions 
that define C’$ Hence, for such a face F,,, K’ (F,,) = C; x {gF,,}. This proves 
the proposition. 0 
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